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Freshwater pearls are the most beautiful and well-know pearls in the world. These pearls are unique
because they come in so many different shapes, sizes, types and colors. The reason that
Freshwater pearls are so popular is because they are mass-produced.

Freshwater pearls take less time to form inside the oyster than any other type of pearl, generally
around three years. Freshwater pearls have be used by men and woman for centuries and date
back to civilizations like the early Egyptians.  Though these cultures used pearls to adorn their
bodies, this was not the only thing they were used for.

Pearl powder also became a product that was used for many health and beauty reasons.  Unlike
any other type of pearl, Freshwater pearls are nucleated using a piece of meat from the oyster itself.
During implantation, a piece of flesh from the oyster is cut from inside and then placed in the center
of the oyster to act as an irritant for the nacre from the oyster to grow around to create a pearl.

Due to this fact, Freshwater pearls are the only pearls that are mostly made of nacre and therefore
might wear down less over time.  When people think of pearl, that automatically think, Freshwater
pearls. These pearls have an image of timeless beauty and can transform you into a sophisticated,
beautiful woman.  For years, Freshwater pearl necklaces have been the top accessories for women.

Pearl strands in white or pink offer a traditional look of elegance for any woman and it can be worn
for any occasion. For something with a modern twist, select a freshwater necklace in a shade that is
untraditional. The colors of Freshwater pearls can be easily enhanced, so these pearls come in any
color imaginable.

These pearls also come in shapes other than round, which can offer a different take on pearls. At
Aloha Pearls, we have the largest variety of pearl in all of Hawaii. We love pearls and know that
after you see our selection, you will become a fan as well. Our website, www.alohapearls.com
features many different styles at the most affordable prices.
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 - About Author:
The article is contributed by a professional content writer, having experiences of working in different
industries. For further information on a freshwater pearl pendants, a freshwater pearl bracelets and
a pearls in oyster, please visit on http://www.alohapearls.com/
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